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We investigate the propagation of Alfvén waves in the solar chromosphere, distinguishing between
upward and downward propagating waves. We find clear evidence for the reflection of waves in the
chromosphere and differences in propagation between cases with waves interpreted to be resonant
or nonresonant with the overlying coronal structures. This establishes the wave connection to
coronal element abundance anomalies through the action of the wave ponderomotive force on the
chromospheric plasma, which interacts with chromospheric ions but not neutrals, thereby providing
a novel mechanism of ion-neutral separation. This is seen as a “First Ionization Potential Effect”
when this plasma is lifted into the corona, with implications elsewhere on the Sun for the origin of
the slow speed solar wind and its elemental composition.

Usage:

Structure:

The first hint of varying elemental composition in the
solar atmosphere came in 1963 [1]. Taken seriously in
the 1980’s following influential reviews [2, 3], the phe-
nomenon was systematized as an enhancement in coronal
abundances by about a factor of 3 in elements such as Fe,
Mg, and Si with first ionization potential (FIP) less than
about 10 eV [4, 5]. High-FIP elements, those with FIP
greater than 10 eV (e.g. O, Ne, He, and S), are relatively
unaffected. This fractionation has become known as the
“FIP Effect”.

In the mid 1990s, imaging time series of solar at-
mospheric dynamics revealed significantly larger-than-
anticipated wave motions in the corona, e.g. [6, 7]. In
the absence of an explanation for the FIP Effect in terms
of “conventional” processes such as the various forms of
diffusion or gravitational settling, this last observation
suggested a role for magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves
interacting with plasma ions (but not with neutrals) via
the ponderomotive force [8]. The basic mechanism in-
volved a coronal loop that acts as a resonant cavity for
MHD waves, while wave reflection/refraction in the high
density gradient in the solar chromosphere can separate
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the ions (low-FIP elements) from the neutrals (high-FIP
elements). This new feature in solar physics is an analogy
in MHD of the trapping of particles in optical physics by
the refraction of laser beams [9, 10].

Observations of elemental abundances now encompass
a wide variety of coronal regions and solar wind regimes
[11–17]. These different fractionations can be reproduced
by the ponderomotive force model, where simple changes
to the magnetic geometry in the chromosphere-corona
region introduce modifications to the MHD wave fields,
which in turn alter the fractionation in realistic ways. For
example, the reduced FIP fractionation in the fast solar
wind from polar coronal holes compared to the slow wind
from more equatorial solar regions is easily reproduced
by modern models [18]. It has also been well established
that turbulence in the fast solar wind observed close to
Earth orbit [19, 20] is more Alfvénic and less balanced
(i.e. more outgoing than ingoing waves) than in the slow
wind. Along with the abundance modification, if caused
by waves, these properties too should be seeded by the
same waves connected to the fractionation region.

Thanks to a combination of high-resolution ground-
based spectropolarimetric observations of the solar chro-
mosphere and space observations of the solar corona, re-
gions of strong coronal FIP bias were linked for the first
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FIG. 1. Panel (a): Full-disk SDO/AIA 193 Å coronal map with selected field lines from the PFSS extrapolation based on
a SDO/HMI synoptic magnetogram, showing three populations: small loops (black), big loops (yellow), and open field lines
(white). Panel (b): 3D overview of the region of interest linking the chromospheric disturbances (“Blue Dots”) and locations
of strong coronal FIP-bias through a linear force free extrapolation, rotated by nearly 90◦ for better visualization. Panel
(c): Chromospheric DST/IBIS Ca II 8542.2 nm line-core intensity image showing Blue Dots and Box A locations. Panel (d):
Chromospheric velocity amplitude of Alfvén(ic) waves. The hatched area shows where the Ca II Stokes I intensity profile goes
into emission. Adapted from [22].

time to the existence of chromospheric magnetic waves
in a sunspot [21, 22]. So far, the existence of MHD wave
reflection/refraction in the chromosphere where FIP frac-
tionation happens has only been theorized, and their
cross-helicity (“balance”) only measured in situ in the so-
lar wind. In this work we study Alfvén wave balance and
reflection in the chromosphere, and reinforce our ideas
about FIP fractionation.

The target of this study was acquired with the In-
terferometric BIdimensional Spectrometer [IBIS; 23] in-
strument at the Dunn Solar Telescope (DST) on 2016
May 20 for more than two hours of observations. The
same portion of this active region (i.e., the large sunspot)
was also observed using the EUV Imaging Spectrometer
[EIS; 24] on board the Hinode satellite [25]. These spe-
cific data were used to make a spatially resolved map
of coronal composition. In detail, the ratio of the low-
FIP Si x 258.375Å to the high-FIP S x 264.223Å di-
agnostic was used to compute the FIP bias map [22].
The ground-based observations are stored in the IBIS-
A archive [26] and can be accessed at http://ibis.oa-
roma.inaf.it/IBISA.

An overview of the observations described above is pre-
sented in Figure 1. Panel (a) shows a full disk coronal
image with a superimposed potential field source surface
(PFSS) extrapolation. Within the limits of the approx-
imation [27–29] this should give a good representation
of the large scale solar magnetic field structure. Panel
(b), adapted from [22], shows a coronal FIP bias map.
The western side of the sunspot shows a FIP bias of be-
tween 1.5 and 2. Here, a linear force free extrapolation
shows that this region (“Box A”) is magnetically con-
nected to another active region or has open field lines,
the yellow and white lines in panel (a), respectively. By
contrast higher FIP bias values of 3-4 are found on the
eastern/southern sides of the spot in the active region
core loops (black field lines), connected with locations
of enhanced chromospheric wave power, shown as “Blue
Dots” (BDs). These are overplotted on the ground-based
high-resolution Ca ii 854.2 nm line-core intensity image
in panel (c). Panel (d) shows the velocity amplitude of
the Alfvénic waves. The strong Alfvénic perturbations
in the chromosphere [21] are magnetically linked to coro-
nal loops containing highly fractionated plasma [22] as
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FIG. 2. Phase lag diagrams between 300 km and 1300 km in the solar atmosphere from the Ca ii 854.2 nm Stokes V (the first
eleven spectral positions) in the two regions BD (left) and Box A (right) as identified in Figure 1c. All plots are obtained by
considering only those phase values for which the coherence is larger than 90% in each frequency bin. Modelled phase shifts
are shown from lightest to darkest red for both BD and Box A. These use slightly different height intervals to the observations
(see text), but the qualitative agreement is clear. The shaded area indicates the change in the propagation of the waves.

expected if waves cause the fractionation.

The ground-based observations consist of full Stokes
(I, Q, U , and V measurements) scans of the Ca ii
854.2 nm lines, acquired along with 21 spectral points
with a cadence of 48 s. Taking into account the Ca ii
formation height, i.e., from line wing to line core, the
21 spectral points sample the solar atmosphere spanning
from the mid-photosphere (∼300 km formation height,
on average) to the mid-chromosphere [∼1300 km forma-
tion height; 30]. These multi-height observations allow
us to investigate wave activity through the solar atmo-
sphere [31]. Using a Fourier phase-lag technique (see the
Appendix [32]) it is possible, by employing a stringent
coherence confidence level, to retrieve important wave
characteristics as they propagate between various layers
of the solar atmosphere.

In order to perform this task, we calculate the phase
angles and associated coherence levels over the whole fre-
quency spectrum between pairs of Ca ii 854.2 nm Stokes
V (i.e., linked to the longitudinal magnetic field) through
consecutive spectral points. From the first 9 measured
spectral points, we are able to explore the coupling be-
tween the upper photosphere and lower chromosphere
[33, 34]. To have reliable phase measurements, we only
include those that have a coherence level greater than
90%, which ensures the accuracy and statistical signifi-
cance of our identified waves [31]. We are helped by the
unusually strong magnetic field in the sunspot, taken to
be 1500 G in the penumbra chromosphere [30, 35].

Figure 2 shows the phase-lag diagrams for these two
regions (i.e., BD and Box A on the left and right side,
respectively) using the Stokes V time series. In each
panel, the curves are plotted from the lightest to dark-
est colors, associated with the lowest to highest solar
atmospheric heights (i.e., 300 km above the solar sur-
face up to 1300 km in the solar chromosphere). The

geometric-height approximations, corresponding to the
spectral points, were derived using the RH code [36], as-
suming the FALC atmospheric model [32, 37], to be con-
sistent with the NLTE inversion results used here and
in previous works. While the FALC atmospheric model
assumes a quiet Sun region, the difference between the
chromosperic structure in quiet Sun and sunspot regions
do not contribute to significant differences in the derived
heights of each of the spectral points. Waves travel up-
wards/downwards when positive/negative phases are de-
tected, respectively. All the magnetic waves (considering
the Stokes V measurements) detected inside Box A (right
panel of Figure 2) travel upwards from the photosphere
into the chromosphere. This is not the case within the
BD region, where the low frequency waves show positive
phases and move upwards, while negative phases, indi-
cating downward motion, for frequencies > 4 mHz are
detected at upper-atmospheric heights (958 – 1393 km;
darker blue lines in the left panel of Figure 2). This indi-
cates a source of waves higher up in the atmosphere, or
possibly in the opposite chromosphere (see the red dots
or the shaded area in the left panel of Figure 2).

In the most developed models of the FIP fractiona-
tion, [8, 18, 38, 39], ion-neutral separation arises in the
chromosphere as a result of the time independent part of
the ponderomotive force associated with the passage of
Alfvén and/or fast mode waves. This force is dictated
by the wave field profile as a result of wave propaga-
tion in the structured atmosphere, with reflection due to
density and magnetic-field gradients, as well as nonlocal
effects arising as the waves interact with coronal struc-
tures (most easily characterized in terms of resonance).
A wave is considered resonant with a coronal loop if the
wave travel-time from one loop footpoint (a location of
strong wave reflection) to the other is an integral number
of wave half-periods.
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FIG. 3. Wave propagation models used to interpret observations. Panel (a):FALC chromosphere density and temperature
profiles. Panels (b) and (e): Wave amplitudes and energy fluxes for the Blue Dots (BDs) region. In the order of decreasing
wave amplitude or flux, the wave frequencies are 3.04, 5.55, and 8.3 mHz. Panels (c) and (f): Same plots (as in (b) and (e))
for waves in Box A, where these frequencies represent the loop fundamental, as well as 1st and 2nd harmonics. Panel (d): Si/S
fractionation resulting from the ponderomotive force in each region. The discontinuities in all panels at 2250 km arise from the
steep chromosphere-corona density gradient.

The PFSS extrapolation reveals three populations of
magnetic structures connecting to the umbra. There
are small core loops on the east side, depicted in black,
connecting two footpoints within the same active re-
gion. These have lengths, L, of order of 10–100 Mm and
magnetic fields of 50–500 G (comparable with that re-
ported by [40] using the observations of Fe x). Together
with coronal densities, calculated using the observed EIS
Fe xiii [22], around 109 cm−3, these yield resonant fre-
quencies, ν = VA/L, where VA is the Alfvén speed, in
the range of 0.1–1 Hz. Longer loops, shown in yellow,
connect the western side of the sunspot to other active
regions and are about 1000–2000 Mm long, with mag-
netic fields ∼ 10 G, that, with coronal densities in the
107 − 108 cm−3 range give loop resonant frequencies of
1–10 mHz, i.e., the range observed in the present work.
Finally open fields, identified by white curves, are less
relevant to this study, and may actually be part of the
population of longer loops that are sufficiently long to
leave the computational domain.

We construct models of the wave propagation pre-
sented in Figure 3. Waves are excited at about 1000 km
altitude in one chromosphere, and the transport equa-

tions [32] are integrated to the other footpoint to give
the behavior there as displayed. Panel (a) shows the
density and temperature profiles from the chromospheric
model FALC [37], the same model used in the NLTE
spectropolarimetric inversions reported in [30]. Panel (d)
illustrates the FIP fractionation for Si/S for both the BD
and Box A. Panels (b) and (e) respectively display the
wave amplitudes and energy fluxes for the BD region. In
the order of decreasing amplitude or flux, the wave fre-
quencies are 3.04, 5.55, and 8.3 mHz. Panels (c) and (f)
show the same plots as in (b) and (e), but for waves in
Box A, where their associated frequencies represent the
loop fundamental, as well as the 1st and 2nd harmon-
ics. At chromospheric heights of 1500 km, the direction-
ality of the waves shown in Figure 3 panel (e) and (f)
agrees with that observed in Figure 2 for both the BD
and Box A regions. Furthermore Figure 3 panel (d) pro-
vides the observed FIP fractionation for each case. The
ponderomotive acceleration has been calculated from the
Alfvén wave amplitudes with parametric generation of
sound waves taken into account, following [18]. At lower
atmospheric heights, around 500–1200 km, the direction-
ality is preserved better in the 3.04 mHz waves, and is
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reduced for the higher frequencies, as also in the obser-
vations. At even lower geometric heights, all waves have
approximately equal upward and downward components,
in agreement with the observations. Phase shifts of the
magnetic field perturbations in the models are plotted
with red symbols on Figure 2, for the height intervals
180-210, 210-252, 252-276, 276-1385 km for Box A and
180-210, 210-252, 252-560, 560-1385 km for the BDs. It
is worth noting that for a given matching the frequency
range between observations and our models, the result-
ing height intervals are slightly different. This reflects the
difference in reflection properties between the model and
real sunspot chromospheres. However these heights are
all well below the chromospheric altitude where the frac-
tionation occurs in our models, and so no serious error is
expected to result. Fiducial representations of the solar
atmosphere at the time of the observations are not pos-
sible since we do not have corresponding observations of
the opposite loop footpoints nor of the loop coronal sec-
tions. Wave damping is neglected, but both the paramet-
ric generation of sound wave and the turbulent cascade
of counter propagating Alfvén wave should be expected,
especially in the chromospheric regions below 1000 km
where the Alfvén speed decreases (approaching the sound
speed) and the magnetic field lines become more curved,
increasing the perpendicular component of the wavevec-
tor.

As well as Alfvén wave propagation, the FIP fraction-
ation depends on the ionization balance for various ele-
ments. In the cases of H and Ca, these are shown not
to vary dramatically from their values in static chromo-
spheric models [41, 42]. For fractionation at the top of
the chromosphere, where the density gradients are steep
and the background gas is ionized, no fractionation hap-
pens at all unless the element neutral fraction is less than
about 0.5% (the ratio of scattering rates of neutrals and
ions with the background gas) [39]. Ionization beyond
the singly charged state makes no difference because the
ponderomotive acceleration for low frequency shear or
torsional Alfvén waves is the same for all charged parti-
cles.

The resonant frequencies of the coronal structures in
Box A (i.e., 1–10 mHz) are in the range detectable with
IBIS observations. We interpret these results in the right
hand panels of Figure 2 as the coronal structure picking
out the resonant frequency from a continuum of chromo-
spheric sound waves. Except for the swapping of down-
going and upgoing flux, the wave solutions in each chro-
mosphere are identical for resonant waves.

The BD loop resonances at 0.1–1 Hz are much higher
than the frequencies of the observed chromospheric
waves, which are now nonresonant. We assume the same
wave frequencies as for Box A, calculated in the same
way, with about twice the amplitude as before. These
waves are now off resonance, but reproduce the observed
Si/S fractionation of about 3.5. The velocity amplitudes
observed in Ca II in Fig. 1b are now much higher than in
Box A in Fig. 1c, because wave energy is not trapped in

the coronal loop and drains out to the chromosphere. As
well as the FIP fractionations, the calculated wave reflec-
tion characteristics also match well with observations.
Previous studies [21, 22, 43] highlighted the existence

of magnetic oscillations as a driver for the coronal frac-
tionation. This aspect has always been the key ingredient
of the ponderomotive force introduced for separating ions
from neutrals in the chromosphere. We go further in this
work and infer that the magnetic oscillations, detected
and linked with the high FIP bias, are directional in the
chromosphere and corona as predicted by models of the
fractionation. The resonant waves are more balanced in
the coronal sections of the loop than are the nonresonant
waves, suggesting that as well as the abundances, the
different turbulence properties in various regimes of the
solar wind might be seeded by their solar origins. We
emphasise that the wave properties are dictated by con-
ditions at each end of the coronal loop and the degree
to which the wave is resonant with the loop, and so the
fractionation is inherently nonlocal.
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